Guidelines for Meeting Room Use by Political Entities

The Charlotte Mecklenburg Library has meeting rooms available for public use. We have a Meeting Room Policy, posted on our website.

Our meeting room policy allows political entities (elected officials, candidates, organizations, political parties and other politically affiliated groups) to use meeting rooms. The following guidelines provide further clarity on that usage.

Guidelines:

The Library is a non-partisan institution, and as such, we maintain strict neutrality concerning politics and other partisan topics.

The Library applies its Meeting Room Policy equally to all entities, regardless of political affiliation.

Flyers, leaflets, business cards, or any other printed materials supporting or condemning specific political or other partisan viewpoints cannot be displayed or distributed on Library property. We have a Display or Distribution of Materials Policy posted on our website.

Per our policy, groups or individuals cannot conduct fund-raising activities or events except those sponsored by the Library for funds for the Library.

Activities that are disruptive or likely to disturb regular library functions are prohibited.